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Brothers,

I hope this Apensuwi finds you all safe and healthy. As we continue to face

the challenges of these unprecedented times, I remain inspired by the

resilience and innovation demonstrated by the lodges in our section. Many

lodges came up with innovative solutions to ensure that Arrowmen could

still engage with their lodge virtually over the summer, and many are now

working hard to ensure that Arrowmen can safely enjoy in-person fellowship

and induction weekends.

As a section, we are continuing to prepare for Conclave 2021, which will

take place April 16th-18th at Camp Bowers. Section and lodger leaders will

meet virtually next weekend to continue the planning process for Conclave

and registration will launch in the next few weeks at sr7b.org/conclave. We

hope that you will join us for this weekend of fun and fellowship with

Brothers from across the state.

Finally, be sure to check out the National Order of the Arrow’s Momentum:

Spark event, taking place virtually November 6th-7th. Momentum: Spark will

include top-tiertraining on inductions and activation, as well as messages

from the national leadership, and fun games and activities, like those

enjoyed at Momentum Launch. You can register for free as a basic delegate

or pay $15 for a premium delegate registration, which includes access to an

archive of streamed content, access to the Momentum community platform,

the ability to participate in the event-wide game, and a mailed patch. Go to

momentum.oa-bsa.org for more information and to register today!

Yours in Brotherhood,

Ethan Syster Section Chief
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Click Here to Read the Full Information

See How You Can Join Scouts Across the Nation

   

At Conclave: Section Award

Competitions

Conclave is a time of fellowship and a time for friendly competition. See

how you can represent and help your lodge earn a variety of awards,

accomplishments and competition wins at Conclave 2021, April 16th - 18th.

Opportunity: Eagle Scout

Challenge

Learn about the creation of a social media trend

that helped encourage activity in Scouting during

the COVID-19 pandemic and how you can get

involved. Current and future Eagle Scouts alike

can participate in the #EagleScoutChallenge.
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Please Join Us in Congratulating Them

Read All About Calvin Here

Monthly Feature: SR-7B DSA

Recipients

Traditionally, the Distinguished Service Award is presented at the National

Order of the Arrow Conference at the recognitions show. Due to COVID-19,

the conference was canceled but the award was still bestowed upon those

Arrowmen that were deemed deserving. The section leadership wishes to

recognize those in our section who received the honor in 2020.

Meet the Section Leadership:

2021 Recognitions Chairman

Calvin Meyers from Tsoiotsi Tsogalii Lodge is this

year's section recognitions chairman. You can

read Calvin's biography on the section website

anytime. Even better though, you can now read a

more in depth introduction of him below!

OAX Google Form
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Fill Out the Google Form Here

Southern Region Section 7B

3231 Atlantic Avenue.

Raleigh, NC 27604

As the section leadership prepares for Conclave 2021, we want your input

on what you would most like to see at Conclave. Click the button below to

suggest a booth for the Order of the Arrow Experience (OAX).
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